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Unwin: Letter to Publishers' Weekly

2 1 st March, 1966
Editor-in-Chief
Publishers' Weekly
ll 80 Avenue of the Americas
New york IOO 36
Dear Sir,
Certain aspects of the settlement between Ace Books and
Professor J.R.R. Tolkien reported in the PW of l4th March
seem to require clarification, which perhaps his English
publisher may provide.

1 . Par from being "on record from the start as willing to
pay royalties to Dr. Tolkien, but not his publishers", Ace
Books published and distributed their version of THE LORD OF
THE RINGS without reference to or communication with the
author.
Only after energetic protests from numerous quarters
had been sustained for several months did Professor Tolkien
receive, in December last, for the first time, a letter from
Ace Bo ok s.
2. As Ace Books did not care to correspond with Professor
Tolkien's publishers, the inference that the author would
only receive one quarter of the U.S. paperback royalties is
theirs.
It is also untrue. Except in Formosa, incidents of
moral piracy are happily rare. When they do occur, few
responsible publishers would wish to profit in any way from an
injury to one of their authors.
3. In reaching agreement with Professor Tolkien, Ace Books
undertook not to print any further copies of their version of
THE LORD OF THE RINGS without the author's permission. As sole
rights for an authorized paperback have already been granted
to Bailantine Books, it is difficult to conceive such permission
ever being possible.
4. It is noteworthy that the net result of this affair has
been to distract an author of genius for six months from all
creative work.
Those who admire Professor Tolkien's books and
clamour for more will draw their own conclusion.
Yours faithfully,
for GEORGE ALLEN AND UNWIN LIMITED
Rayner Unwin
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